
2020 National Sports and Entertainment History Bee – Round 3 
 

1. The cover of this album is a photograph depicting an oil painting hanging from the wall of a 
crumbling building. Sandy Denny of Fairport Convention was asked to sing on a track from this 
album titled “The Battle of Evermore.” The first single released from this album contains the 
songs “Misty Mountain Hop” and “Black Dog.” This album’s most famous track describes “A 
lady who’s sure/all that glisters is gold” and was often performed in concert on a double-necked 
guitar. For the point, name this 1971 classic rock album, the last one named for the band behind 
“Stairway to Heaven.” 

ANSWER: Led Zeppelin IV (Prompt on partial answers)  

2. This team was previously named for the state bird of Georgia before relocating from Atlanta 
and rebranding in 2011. One of this team’s rookies became the youngest NHL player in history 
to score three hat tricks. Patrik Laine and Mark Scheifele have proven a potent center/winger 
combo for this team. This team’s goalie is the reigning Vezina Trophy winner and is named 
Connor Hellebuyck. For the point, identify this what NHL team plays its home games in the 
province of Manitoba? 

ANSWER: Winnipeg Jets (Accept either)      

3. Tornado is the most popular manufacturer of equipment used in this game. Champions in this 
game frequently use either the ‘Euro Pin’ or ‘Snake Shot’ technique, while other techniques such 
as ‘Spinning’ are illegal. Teams in this game can have as many as four players, with each player 
controlling up to five of the game’s moving pieces, including attackers, midfielders, and a goalie. 
For the point, identify this popular table game that uses four rods and eleven players to simulate 
soccer. 

ANSWER: Foosball (Accept Table Soccer before “soccer” is mentioned) 

4. This athlete made headlines in 2013 with a surprise run in the semi-finals of the Australian 
Open, including an upset of Serena Williams. This athlete switched coaches after 2015 and 
earned the WTA Comeback Player of the Year Award in 2017 after reaching the Finals of the 
Citi Open with doubles partner Eugenie Bouchard. For the point, what alliterative tennis player 
has had memorable battles against fellow Americans Madison Keyes and Simona Halep? 

ANSWER: Sloane Stephens 

5. This series usually features comics drawn by The 5th Wave illustrator Rich Tennant. The ‘Part 
of Tens’ is a signature feature found at the end of works in this series. Dan Gookin wrote the first 
book in this series in 1991 about the programming language DOS. “A reference for the rest of 
us!” is a tagline that frequently accompanies entries in this series which can be easily identified 
by their black and yellow color scheme. For the point, identify this instructional series of 
reference works whose competitors include FabJob and The Complete Idiot’s Guide. 

ANSWER: …For Dummies 



6. On the television show Brockmire, this state is home to a minor league baseball team called 
the Morristown Frackers. John Adams High School is a fictional institution in this state on a 
show co-starring William Daniels as the teacher Mr. Feeny. Another television series set in this 
state features supporting characters such as Da Maniac, Ben the Soldier, and Rickety Cricket. 
That show, set in this state, follows the owners of Paddy’s Pub. For the point, name this state, the 
setting of It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia. 

ANSWER: Pennsylvania   

7. This player was drafted first overall in the 2016 NBA Draft before a pre-season foot injury 
would sideline him for his entire rookie year. This player improbably hit his first career regular 
season three-pointer in a 2019 game against the Knicks. This player is a two-time All-Star and 
first-team All-NBA Defender and has played for his native country of Australia since 2015. For 
the point, identify this 76ers guard who wears #25. 

ANSWER: Ben Simmons    

8. This artist wore a pink leotard as the sole dancer in the video for “Hung Up,” the lead single 
from Confessions on a Dance Floor. This artist’s most recent #1 hit is the title track off the 2000 
album Music. That album continued a renaissance for this artist that began with a 1998 album 
featuring the songs “Frozen” and “Ray of Light.” For the point, identify this ‘Queen of Pop’ 
whose best-known hits from the 80s include “Like a Prayer” and “Like a Virgin.” 

ANSWER: Madonna 

9. This athlete won the 2004 Olympic gold medal in the 100 meters, earning the unofficial title 
of ‘Fastest Man Alive.’ This athlete was suspended in 2006 for use of performance-enhancing 
drugs, becoming one of seven athletes associated with coach Trevor Graham to test positive. 
This University of Tennessee athlete finished the London 2012 Olympics with a bronze medal in 
the 100 meters. For the point, what athlete was a member of the USA’s 2019 4x100 world 
championship team with Christian Coleman, Noah Lyles, and Mike Rodgers? 

ANSWER: Justin Gatlin 

10. In the 2017 film Wonder Woman, the title character works at this location under her civilian 
alias Diana Prince. This location is the setting for the music video for the first single credited to 
The Carters, a duo of Beyoncé and Jay-Z. In a film scene set at this location, Tom Hanks’ 
character deciphers an anagram reading SO DARK THE CON OF MAN after the murder of 
Jacques Saunière [SAWN-YAYR]. For the point, identify this French museum that serves as the 
initial setting for the 2006 film The Da Vinci Code. 

ANSWER: The Louvre   

 

 

 



11. This person directed a 2014 television film about special needs children preparing to read the 
Gettysburg Address. This filmmaker released a supplement titled The Tenth Inning that served as 
a continuation of one of their most famous works. This person directed a series calling the 
National Parks System ‘America’s Best Idea.’ This person’s most recent work discusses Roy 
Acuff and Buck Owens and followed the evolution of country music. One of this person’s most 
well-known projects examined the history of Antietam, Chancellorsville, and Vicksburg while 
discussing the title conflict. For the point, identify this documentarian known for Jazz, Baseball, 
and The Civil War. 

ANSWER: Ken Burns 
 

12. This character is called in for questioning after attempting to replace a broken stereo via mail 
fraud. This character’s gift of a Cadillac costs his father the position of condo president at the 
retirement home Del Boca Vista. This character receives a re-gifted label maker after giving 
Super Bowl tickets to his dentist, Tim Whatley. This character is admonished for passionately 
making out during Schindler’s List after he is busted by his neighbor and nemesis, Newman. For 
the point, name this comedian, the title character of a popular ‘Show About Nothing.’ 

ANSWER: Jerry Seinfeld (Accept either) 

13. This country made the semi-finals of the 2010 World Cup after a controversial game against 
Ghana in which one of this country’s players committed an intentional handball. In that same 
tournament, a striker from this country won the Golden Ball. That striker was Diego Forlán. This 
country beat Argentina 4-2 in 1930 to take home the first World Cup title after serving as the 
host country. This country was the focus of a controversy in which one of its players bit Italian 
defender Giorgio Chiellini. For the point, identify this South American country represented by 
players such as Edison Cavani and Luis Suarez. 

ANSWER:  Uruguay  

14. Video games that mimic this game’s design and gameplay include Preppie! And Frostbite. 
The fictional score of 860,630 is a legendary number in competitions revolving around this 
game. At the time of its release, this game was said to feature the most possible ways to die. The 
objective of this game involves the player guiding their character to a “home,” which is worth 50 
points. Otters are an unusual nemesis in this game, which also includes enemies such as turtles, 
alligators, and motor vehicles. For the point, identify this popular arcade game in which an 
amphibian attempts a perilous road-crossing. 

ANSWER: Frogger 

 

 

 

 



15. Neroli Fairhall of New Zealand competed in this event, becoming the first paraplegic 
Olympian. The host nation of the 1988 Summer Olympics took home the gold medal in this 
event’s first team discipline. This sport has been dominated by South Korea, with that country 
winning 23 of 34 of this event’s contested disciplines since 1984. Axcel and Hoyt make 
equipment for use in this sport whose crucial concepts include draw weight. This sport saw a rise 
in popularity after the release of the Hunger Games films. For the point, identify this target sport 
in which an athlete shoots arrows from a bow. 

ANSWER: Archery 

16. Risky Moves and Hitting the Brakes were two titles released by this company as part of a 
partnership with NASCAR. Former competitors of this company include Simon & Schuster’s 
Silhouette Books, and the Dell imprint Candlelight Ecstasy. This company’s Love Inspired line 
couples its trademark fare with Christian themes. This publisher changed the name of its self-
published Horizon lines to DellArte press, reflecting the commedia dell’arte character from 
which this company derives its name. For the point, identify this Canadian publisher, a titan of 
romance novels. 

ANSWER: Harlequin Enterprises 

17. This actress helps to raise a 15-foot, 2,000-pound gorilla in the 1998 film Mighty Joe Young. 
This actress plays the wife of lawyer Kevin Lomax in the film The Devil’s Advocate. This actress 
is crushed in a scene that inspired the recurring Cinema Sins reference to ‘The Prometheus 
School of Running Away from Things.’ This actress cracked two of her teeth while filming the 
fight scenes for Atomic Blonde. For the point, identify this South African actress who sported a 
shaved head and prosthetic arm as Imperator Furiosa in Mad Max: Fury Road. 

ANSWER: Charlize Theron 

18. Two characters in this musical sing “Beggars at the Feast,” a short reprise of a metrically 
similar song, before they’re ejected from a wedding. One character sings “Don’t you fret/I don’t 
feel any pain/A little fall of rain” shortly before dying. A chorus in this musical sings “…The 
songs of angry men” while another ensemble number describes “One more day before the 
storm/At the barricades of freedom.” “Do You Hear the People Sing?” and “One Day More” 
appear in, for the point, what musical adaptation of a Victor Hugo novel? 

ANSWER: Les Misérables 

19. This club’s only relegation came in 1913, giving this club a still-record streak of most 
consecutive seasons in the Premier League. This team’s 2003-04 season was the first since 
Preston North End’s 1888-89 run to not include a single loss. In 1996 this club hired French 
manager Arsène Wenger who would remain skipper until his 2018 retirement. For the point, 
identify this London team that was once the home of striker Thierry Henry and whose fans are 
referred to as Gunners. 

ANSWER: Arsenal F.C. 



20. Both XFL and NFL teams named for Washington, DC featured starting quarterbacks from 
this school in 2020. This team’s current quarterback transferred from the University of Georgia. 
A former quarterback for this school graduated ahead of schedule in order to preserve two years 
of NCAA eligibility before transferring to LSU and becoming the first pick in the 2020 NFL 
Draft. For the point, identify this school, the first home of quarterback Joe Burrow and the 
current home of Justin Fields. 

ANSWER: Ohio State University 

21. In one of this character’s first missions, the objective was to find a D77-TC Pelican. This 
character rescued Dr. Halsey in the Raid on the Third Fleet of Glorious Consequence. This 
character’s first mission involved the capture of Colonel Robert Watts near their homeworld of 
Eridanus II. A coin flip resulted in this character’s induction into the Spartan program and this 
character consults the A.I. system Cortana. In their first appearance, this character wears Mjolnir 
Mark IV armor while fighting against The Covenant. For the point, identify this protagonist of 
the Halo series. 

ANSWER: Master Chief or John-117 (Accept John Spartan before mentioned, though prompt 
on just Spartan) 

22. This franchise has won four World Series titles, the most recent of which came in 1984 after 
five games against the San Diego Padres. This franchise is currently the home of the last player 
to win the hitting Triple Crown. Al Kaline is the all-time leader in games played for this 
franchise. Miguel Cabrera arrived at this team after a 2007 trade from the Florida Marlins. For 
the point, Comerica Park is the home of what Major League Baseball franchise whose leader in 
many offensive categories is Ty Cobb? 

ANSWER: Detroit Tigers 

23. This actress wrote the novel that was adapted into the Meryl Streep and Shirley MacLaine 
film Postcards from the Edge. In another role, this actress wields a flame thrower and rocket 
launcher while attempting to kill Jake and Elwood Blues. This actress joked that the crew could 
“see all the way to Florida” when filming scenes in the Arizona desert that required her to wear 
an iconic gold bikini. In that same role, this actress calls another character a “scruffy-looking 
nerf-herder.” For the point, identify this writer and actress best-known for playing Princess Leia. 

ANSWER: Carrie Fisher  

24. This team plays its home games on the site of what was formerly Lockhart Stadium. The 
‘Current’ was one of the names proposed for this franchise which took over from its city’s 
previous incarnation, the Fusion. This team acquired Juventus forward Gonzalo Higuaín during 
free agency. Due to the pandemic, this team wouldn’t record its first franchise win until August 
20th, 2020 when they beat in-state rivals Orlando City FC. For the point, identify this MLS 
expansion team whose art deco logo shows two neon flamingoes.   

ANSWER: Inter Miami 



25. Beginning in 1927, player Joe Davis won this sport’s first 15 world titles on offer. Players in 
this sport strive to make it to the ‘Crucible.’ Ronnie O’Sullivan holds the record for most 
centuries at this sport’s world championship. A maximum score in one frame of this sport is 147 
which is accomplished by potting all 15 reds, along with the black balls. For the point, identify 
this sport that is similar to billiards, but with a longer table and smaller pockets. 

ANSWER: Snooker 

26. In addition to “Great Day,” this band collaborated with Swedish singer Robyn on a song that 
tells its listener to “eat garbage” and “be ambidextrous.” “Go Kindergarten” appeared on this 
band’s 2013 release, The Wack Album, which also contained “Spring Break Anthem” and 
“Yolo.” In this band’s most famous song, featured artist T-Pain delivers the line “Hey, Poseidon, 
look at me.” For the point, identify this comedy music group led by Saturday Night Live alum 
Andy Samberg, known for “Jack Sparrow” and “I’m On a Boat.” 

ANSWER: The Lonely Island  

27. In addition to “One Hand, One Heart,” another character in this musical advises a character 
“Got a rocket in your pocket/Keep coolie cool boy.” Another character in this musical describes 
a place where “Skyscrapers bloom” and “Cadillacs zoom.” Another character sings “Say it loud 
and there’s music playing/Say it soft and it’s almost like praying.” In addition to “America” and 
“Maria,” this musical contains a rumble between the Sharks and the Jets. For the point, identify 
this Stephen Sondheim and Leonard Bernstein musical, a New York-set re-telling of Romeo and 
Juliet. 

ANSWER: West Side Story   

28. One character in this film is attempting to paint a poster marketing gelatin, and has a crush on 
the ‘Pie Guy’ who works at Dixie Doug’s. Another character in this film briefly runs away and is 
later found standing among the seats in a movie theatre downstairs. Michael Shannon plays the 
volatile Colonel Richard Strickland in this film set in 1960s Baltimore. For the point, identify 
this Best Picture-winning film about mute cleaner Elisa and her romance with a creature known 
as the Amphibian Man. 

ANSWER: The Shape of Water 

29. Texas Rangers commentator Josh Lewin said “Pigs have flown in Boston” after one member 
of this family completed the cycle with an improbable triple. That member of this family took 
issue with ESPN using the theme from Chariots of Fire to depict his reaching third base. Two 
members of this family won a silver medal for Puerto Rico in the 2013 World Baseball Classic. 
The youngest of three brothers from this family is currently the longest-tenured active player 
with a single team, having spent all of his 17 seasons with the St. Louis Cardinals. For the point, 
name this family of catchers, including Jose, Benji, and Yadier. 

ANSWER: Molina 

 



30. David Bowie sings “I could stare for a thousand years/colder than the moon” in a song from 
a horror film about people who resemble these animals. In American Psycho, Patrick Bateman is 
told to feed one of these animals to an ATM. One of these animals causes a jump scare by 
appearing outside a window in the 1979 version of The Amityville Horror. Along with a single 
human, one of these animals named Jonesy is the only survivor of the Nostromo in the film 
Alien. For the point, identify this type of animal exemplified by Church in Pet Sematary who was 
played by several Maine Coons. 

ANSWER: Cat (Accept Cat People or Werecat before “American Psycho”) 

31. This athlete won his first UFC fight with a first round rear naked choke and would go on to 
record a record 21 takedowns during a 2013 match. Conor McGregor faced charges after 
throwing a steel dolly at a bus containing this athlete shortly before their 2018 fight. This athlete 
retired in 2020 after his father passed away from CoVid-related complications. For the point, 
identify this Dagestani fighter known as ‘The Eagle’ who retired with a perfect 29-0 record. 

ANSWER: Khabib Nurmagomedov (Accept either)  

32. Edward James Olmos earned his only Emmy for his role as Lieutenant Martin Castillo on 
this show. This show’s theme song was the most recent instrumental track to hit #1 on the 
Billboard Hot 100 until the release of Bauuer’s “Harlem Shake.” Michael Mann executive 
produced this show before later adapting it as a 2006 film starring Colin Farrell and Jamie Foxx. 
For the point, identify this quintessentially 1980s show about Florida detectives Crockett and 
Tubbs. 

ANSWER: Miami	  Vice	  

33. On American Dad, Stan Smith and his family conspire to make this person defecate in a 
public pool. The 2020 film The Way I See It follows this person’s personal photographer, Pete 
Souza. In 2016, this person presented news items in the style of ‘Slow Jams’ on The Tonight 
Show Starring Jimmy Fallon. After defeating the Chameleon, Spider-Man fist-bumps this person 
in a special issue published in January of 2009. For the point, identify this person, the 44th 
President of the United States.  

ANSWER: Barack Obama (Prompt on “Obama”) 

34. This team joined the NFL under the same name as a baseball team that currently plays in the 
same city. In 1936, this team signed future Supreme Court Justice Byron White. Due to player 
shortages in WWII, this team twice merged with other franchises, including one from the same 
state. This team is currently tied with the New England Patriots for most Super Bowl victories. 
Franco Harris and Jerome Bettis are among this team’s all-time leading rushers. For the point, 
what team benefitted from the ‘Immaculate Reception’ and plays their home games at Heinz 
Field?     

ANSWER: Pittsburgh Steelers (Accept either) 

 



35. A defensive back with this surname said that Detroit would “have to put me on layaway” 
after he was selected out of Florida State in the 1989 NFL Draft. Another player with this 
surname was a running back from Oklahoma State who set the NFL’s all-time record for most 
consecutive seasons with 1,500 or more rushing yards while with the Detroit Lions. For the 
point, what surname is shared by past and present NFL players Jason, Deion, and Barry. 

ANSWER: Sanders 

 

Extra Question 

This artist enlisted Ty Dolla Sign and Nicki Minaj for “Hot Girl Summer” and first hit #1 with a 
song that contains the consecutive descriptors “Classy, bougie, ratchet/sassy, moody, nasty.” In 
addition to “Savage,” this artist is perhaps best-known for delivering the lines “Switch my 
wig/make him feel like he cheatin’” on a song whose chorus tells the listener to “Bring a bucket 
and a mop.” For the point, identify this rapper who featured alongside Cardi B. on “WAP.” 

ANSWER: Megan Thee Stallion (Note: “Thee” is pronounced “The”) 

	  

	  


